The sound of silence

Is 10,000 times more deafening than the sound of a broken oath

And 10,000 times I would have sat on fences

I would have lacked opinion

Today though, will be different

I won't stay silent

Going through the motions

Compliance, checklists and cliched morality

Clock in and clock out of what I know and what I'm told

The moulds of ethical code

While we have our own laws,

Echoing in silence

This is the gut feeling

This is the something not sitting right with the fire that burns in your belly

The lump in your throat lodged against your chocked opinion

This is the day that will be different

As you embrace the difference

Of no longer embracing the silence

When what you know finds voice despite what you're told

Between news scandals and little white lies

Red tape and ignored ethical guidelines

Is your voice, silent?

Today, I ask you, will today be different?
Your same voice
But new sound
Found like echo in silence

Regardless of what we have been taught
Reform your perspectives
Your voice holds more weight than you know

Speak up,
When no one else wants to

Speak out,
When no one else is brave enough

Rise up,
To bring revolution to each decision you make

In the simplest of ways
Bring the greatest of change
Bring your voice
Bring what no one else can replicate

Regardless of what you have been taught
You have always had full reign over your
Intention,
Discretion
And your voice
This is my call to reignite the flame
To see your opinion breathed out
Honesty is not weakness
Just beauty missed in your journey to be
Invited
Noticed
Promoted

As we clock in and clock out of what we know and what we’re told
Broken oaths are the reasons we feel the way we do
Something not sitting right with my fire
The sound of silence
Its deafening

All it needs is a snare,
An offbeat,
An accent,
The beauty in the difference
Can you hear the breaking of the silence?

I will call on my voice as I call on yours
10,000 strong we will see the difference,
The fire reignited,
See broken oaths
Be all
That are silent